
VBS Creative set "Felt-Ladybird"
Instructions No. 1720
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

With our Creative set make a cute little companion for your home. The set contains everything you need to make the ladybird. You will also
only need scissors and since Handicraft glue. the beetle is very easy to make, it is also perfect for handicrafts with children.

This is how you make the ladybird:
Print out the templates, cut them out and glue them together at the marked places. Now transfer the motif template twice onto the Felt. pencil. A soft pencil or
a line-ex pencil, in which the lines disappear later, is ideal for this purpose. For the skin-coloured Felt one, transfer the only lower part of the body to the dotted
line. Cut out everything with sharp scissors. 

Now glue the individual parts together using hot glue as follows: First glue the cut-out part made of skin-coloured felt to the lower part of the body. Then place
the red wings, dots and eyes in the desired position and glue them on. For the feelers, shape the and place Chenille wire them on the head. Glue the cap on the
head and fix the feelers 

Finally, apply hot glue to the edges of the two ladybird halves. Save a small part at the bottom of the beetle. Now glue the two halves together. Put them on the
wooden stand.

Article number Article name Qty
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/kreul-disappearing-ink-pen-a9880/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/vbs-hot-glue-gun-10-watt-for-7-mm-glue-sticks-a192045/
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